
“PostMortem | Veritas” will be released on September 15th via Fire Was Born Records and available for pre-
order from September 01st through band Merchstore.

The key around which the concept of the album winds, is the distancing from institutions (of whatever type they 
may be, religious, social, costume, etc ...). Principles and rules are nonetheless an essential foundation in the life of 
the human being, as he is the main subject of this system around which such directives and conventions orbit. The 
only beings who are temporarily outside of this macro system (by their very nature) are the children in the period of 
childhood.
This is the only period in which an individual is outside of this environment , because it has not yet developed a sen-
se of "REASON", or has not yet learned the rules and conventions required to co-exist in this "world". Everything in 
the eyes of children is pure and simple, and perhaps it is in childhood that the things that for us (adults) appear simp-
le and elementary for them (children) are incomprehensible. The project aims at representing a pessimistic extreme 
of the current vision of today's world, where in the case of Aelia (a girl like many others), in the absence of manipu-
lating agents (school, church, company ...)  develops her (my) own theory of the environment in which we are im-
mersed ...Gradually a “prodigy” sort of “subject” takes shape , able to analyze and understand the peculiarities of the 
"world" as a heretical disbeliever ... infant ... thirsty for answers and truth from the outside world that does not un-
derstand ... 
Responses that may be crystal clear only after death (as we have always been taught) ...

The album Produced, Mixed and Mastered by Chris Donaldson 
(The Agonist, Cryptopsy, Beneath The Massacre) at MathLab Recording Studio

can be streamed and downloaded at this private location:

PostMortem | Veritas

https://soundcloud.com/bleedsomeonedry/sets/post-mortem-veritas/s-vjy0F
https://soundcloud.com/bleedsomeonedry/sets/post-mortem-veritas/s-vjy0F


Artwork created by London's digital artist Colin Marks of Rain Song Design

“PostMortem | Veritas” tracklist: 

01 Haeretica Infans
02 A Violent Awakening

03 Damnetur Misericordia
04 The Sacrifice 

05 Let Me In
06 Devil in Me 

07 Our Martyrdom feat. CJ of Thy Art Is Murder
08 Your Name, Their Plague

09 Doom And Gloom
10 Justice Has Become Utopia 

11 Cycle Of Decay
12 Ora Pro Nobis feat. Luca T.Mai of Zu, Mombu



About The Band:

Bleed Someone Dry began their legacy in 2007 releasing the debut album “The World is Falling in Tragedy" 
through UK's indie label UK Division .
In May 2012 BSD found their dimension with the current line-up, delivering a new style of core, through a heavy 
and distorted sound, matched with distressful and harsh vocals, influenced by contemporary Mathcore and Deathco-
re sounds.
During September 2012 BSD signed a deal with “Kreative Klan” to release the album "Subjects". 
Furthermore a few months later BSD finalized a booking deal with the English agency "Nazgul" and started to play 
shows around Europe. In Early 2014 BSD started a strong and productive cooperation with producer Christian Do-
naldson, known also for being Cryptopsy’s guitarist and producer of many killer bands such as “The agonist”, “Be-
neath the massacre”, “Obey the brave” and many more.
Thanks to the new single "It's a secret", the album Subjects was reissued by the Italian label WormHoleDeath, all 
this enabling BSD to be booked for a Russian tour in May 2014 supporting the U.S. band "I declare war".
BSD then started a collaboration with KCKS Management&Promotion to boost live activities; surely to remember 
are supporting shows for “The Algorithm”, “Upon a Burning Dody”, “Xibalba”, “Uneven Structure”, “The Secret” 
and participation in festivals such “Exit Festival”, “Dissonance Festival” and “Summercore Festival”.
2015 is the year, the year to reach the goal and BSD are now ready to release the third album “Post Mortem | Veri-
tas” through the Italian label “Fire Was Born”. The album enriches the already strong cooperation between the band, 
Donaldson and MathLab Recording Studio. The album includes two international guest such as Cj McMahon of 
“Thy Art is Murder” & Luca T. Mai of “Zu” and “Mombu” which made BSD very proud, giving the album an extra 
boost towards international fame and visibility.

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/BleedSomeoneDry

Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/user/BleedSomeoneDry

Twitter
https://twitter.com/BleedSomeoneDry

Bandcamp
https://bleedsomeonedryofficial.bandcamp.com

Website
https://www.bleedsomeonedry.com

Mail
live@bleedsomeonedry.com
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